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Leeds cling on by Lukic’s fingertips 
JOHN Lukic has prolonged the championship race, and perhaps at a great personal 
loss. In keeping out Liverpool in Saturday's goalless draw at Anfield, the Leeds 
United goalkeeper may inadvertently have ruled himself out of contention for a 
place in England's squad for the European chip als in June.  
Advised to apply for a visa, he had already unofficially been invited to go to 
Moscow in a fortnight for the last of the England manager's experiments this 
seaso.  
The party is to be anounced tomorrow but Lukic is now unlikely to be available. 
Unless Leeds subside at home to Coventry City today and at Sheffield United on 
Sunday, they will still be challenging for the title on closing day, May 2. In that 
case, Lukic is sure to be permitted by Graham Taylor to forgo the trip to Russia.  
Lukic's successor at Arsenal, Seaman, was thought to be established as England's 
goalkeeping understudy, but he was so unnervingly shaky in Czechoslovakia last 
month that he could be demoted. The other candidates for promotion include 
Coton, of Manchester City, and Martyn, of Crystal Palace. Neither of them will be 
so urgently required by their clubs at the end of the month.  
Lukic was solely responsible for ensuring that Leeds did not slip towards the edge 
of contention. But for him, they would now be three points behind Manchester 
United and, significantly, with an inferior goal difference  
One of the opponents he defied encapsulated his contribution. ``He had a 
blinder,'' Saunders said. ``He made three or four great saves. Not only did he stop 
the shots, but they also stuck in his hands. He kept them in the game and in the 
race for the title.''  
Lukic's positioning was so precise and his handling so secure that his exhibition 
seemed simple. His most crucial intervention was to throw himself at the feet of 
Thomas, whose goal for Arsenal in the same stadium won both he and Lukic a 
championship winner's medal three years ago.  
Lukic's belief that he could be about to collect another was reinforced by 
comments he heard at Anfield. Spectators in the Kop behind him were 
encouraging Leeds, and several Liverpool players later assured him that United 
should prepare for an even sterner afternoon there next Sunday.  
The prospect of appearing in the FA Cup final, far from inhibiting Liverpool, has 
evidently inspired them. Even without Wright and Whelan, they ``looked like the 
side going for the championship'', according to Ronnie Moran, the caretaker 
manager and the only person to mention the name of Graeme Souness.  
Leeds were contrastingly tentative. Their attack wandered blindly into a hundred 
offside traps and their defence, rearranged yet again, featured Fairclough in a 
marking role on Barnes which he pursued so fervently that he was booked for 
standing in front of the winger as he prepared to take a corner. In the absence of 
Strachan, who agreed with Howard Wilkinson that he should be rested, their 
attitude indicated that they were not intent on celebrating their first goal at 
Anfield for 14 years and their first victory there for two decades.  
The curiously negative view was confirmed by their manager. ``You can't start 
making unreasonable demands unless you have to,'' Wilkinson said. ``This is 
developing into an Alfred Hitchcock film.'' The leading role, filled on Saturday by 
Lukic, must today be taken, against a resilient but lowly Coventry side, by a more 
positive figure, such as Strachan. He is expected to be brought back in place of the 
injured Hodge.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; R Jones, D Burrows, S Nicol, J Molby, B Venison, D 
Saunders, R Houghton, I Rush, J Barnes, M Thomas (sub: M Marsh).  
LEEDS UNITED: J Lukic; J Newsome, A Dorigo, D Batty, C Fairclough, C Whyte, S 
Hodge (sub: E Cantona), R Wallace, L Chapman, G McAllister, G Speed.  
Referee: K Redfern.  
 

 
All-square and all to play for as suspense lingers on 
NEVER mind the quality, concentrate on the figures. The last Football League 
championship before the Premier League takes over has been among the poorest 
on record, but the statistics promise to keep everyone in suspense for at least 
another week. The only thing decided on Saturday was that the title cannot be 
decided today. Manchester United's 11 draw at Luton kept them top simply 
because Leeds United could manage no better than a goalless draw at Liverpool.  
If the leaders beat Nottingham Forest at Old Trafford this afternoon Leeds will 
start their televised match against Coventry City at tea-time five points behind 
with three fixtures remaining.  
The ensuing angst, plus the strength of Coventry's determination not to be the 
fall-guys in Luton's latest escape attempt, could create circumstances at Elland 
Road wholly favourable to Manchester United's hopes of being in a position to 
win the championship at West Ham on Wednesday.  
Another draw for Leeds coming in the middle of two victories for Alex Ferguson's 
team and the crown will be back in the Old Trafford cupboard for the first time in 
25 years.  
A less favourable scenario for Ferguson and his players would find them having to 
perform title deeds at Anfield next Sunday. For Liverpool supporters this would be 
the equivalent of Bugs Bunny winning an Oscar in Disneyland, but without the 
humour. In fact it would be more of an Orwellian hate-in, for in the second half on 
Saturday John Lukic, the Leeds goalkeeper, says he heard voices from the Kop 
shouting for his team.  
Of course things could pan out as they did last season, with the title decided by 
default and the victors left with nothing more demanding than a victory parade. 
Leeds United's match at Bramall Lane next Sunday kicks off at noon. Manchester 
United could become champions on the M62.  
Whatever happens, Liverpool can be relied upon to stick to the script. For the 
time being they have nothing more to occupy their minds than the FA Cup final 
and the possibility that their manager, Graeme Souness, might be sufficiently 
recovered from his heart operation to lead them out at Wembley.  
Yet so determined was the effort to defeat Leeds that afterwards Ronnie Moran, 
Liverpool's caretaker, felt moved to observe that 'it looked as if we were going for 
the championship today'.  
'It's a good job they are in the Cup final,' said Howard Wilkinson, the Leeds 
manager. 'I wouldn't have liked to play them if that's what they are like when they 
are not trying.'  
Of course he did not really mean that Liverpool were not trying. That was just 
Howard's way of recognising the underlying strengths which will surely restore 
Liverpool as serious title contenders next time.  
Arsenal too, if recent performances are anything to go by. A four-way contest 
between Merseyside, Manchester, London and Leeds would give the Premier 
League the chance of some early distinction. At the moment it is distinguished 
only by the increased amount of television money that is on offer and the avarice 
of the clubs involved. The present contest, played out in the shadow of the 
Premier League debate, has often struggled for dramatic effect. It has been the 
season of the eternal draw, with the number of goalless matches in the First 
Division up by 50 per cent on 1990/91. Yet Leeds were grateful to return home on 
Saturday scoreless rather than pointless. The form of Lukic, who is likely to be 
included in the England party for next week's friendlies in Moscow, did much to 
deny Liverpool victory. The goalkeeper's best saves were achieved early in the 
match, when he blocked a shot from Rush and foiled Thomas's attempt to score 
from the rebound, but Molby's command of the midfield and the sharpness of 
Rush and Saunders up front kept him on the alert throughout.  
Fairclough, the fourth player employed by Wilkinson at right-back since Sterland 
was injured, did a sound marking job on Barnes, and Newsome completed a good 
afternoon's work at centre-back with the tackle which denied Rush a probable 
goal four minutes from time.  
For all that, however, one could not help feeling that Leeds had missed an 
opportunity. Without the injured Wright, Liverpool's defenders had no answer to 
Chapman's power in the air except surreptitious shoves in the back. Yet the 
service to Chapman was infrequent and the general impotence of the Leeds 
attack was best summed up by the fact that Grobbelaar was able to have a thigh 
strapped up while play was still in progress. Houghton's goal-line clearance from 
Fairclough and a missed chance by Hodge represented the best of Leeds's scoring 
attempts.  
Wilkinson decided to rest the 35-year-old Strachan, his most creative player, and 
Cantona appeared only after half-time. 'I would love to have won today,' the 
Leeds manager explained, 'but at this stage you can't start making unrealistic 
demands or going for unrealistic targets.'  
Since Leeds have not won at Anfield for 19 years, his prudence was 
understandable. But Coventry will arrive at Elland Road today with a similar aim in 
mind - and the first of their six goalless draws this season was shared with Leeds.  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Jones, Burrows, Nicol, Molby, Venison, Saunders, 
Houghton, Rush, Barnes, Thomas (Marsh, h-t).  
Leeds United: Lukic; Newsome, Dorigo, Batty, Fairclough, Whyte, Hodge (Cantona, 
h-t), Wallace, Chapman, McAllister, Speed.  
Referee: K Redfern (Whitley Bay). 
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Lacklustre Leeds blow their title chance 
LIVERPOOL 0 LEEDS 0  
LIVERPOOL 0(4-4-2): Grobbelaar; Jones, Venison, Nicol, Burrows; Houghton, 
Molby, Thomas (Mah 45min), Barnes; Rush, Saunders.  
LEEDS 0(4-4-2): Lukic; Newsome, Fairclough, Whyte, Dorigo; McAllister, Hodge 
(Cantona 45min), Batty, Speed; Wallace, Chapman.  
Weather: cloudy. Ground: soft.  
Referee: K Redfern (Whitley Bay).  
ANFIELD is not the kind of place you want to visit when you absolutely have to 
win. Leeds, understandably, were desperate for three points but they did not 
deserve them.  
For most of the match they were painfully short of ideas and lacking in the 
irresistible energy that characterised their performances earlier in the season. 
Liverpool, with Molby dominant in midfield and Rush venomous up front, were at 
least a couple of goals the better side. But for some heroic goalkeeping by Lukic 
for Leeds, Liverpool would have won.  
With so much at stake for Leeds, and with both of these great northern clubs 
offering a vital mixture of skill and endeavour, one was reminded of stirring 
encounters in the 1960s, when the respective managers were Messrs Revie and 
Shankly. On this occasion, those two stalwarts, Norman Hunter and Tommy 
Smith, made contact with a friendly handshake in the press lounge a good deal 
less shuddering than their felicitations in the old days.  
The chief talking point before the match was the absence of Strachan from the 
Leeds line-up. He has enough of a bad back to be able to claim that he is injured, 
but recent performances probably had more to do with it. If he was dropped, it 
was the first time he had suffered the indignity since joining Leeds.  
There had been some suggestions that Liverpool, with half an eye on the Cup 
final, might not give the match their full attention. Indeed, it was noticeable that 
Grobbelaar chose to warm up before the game by having the match mascot, a girl 
of perhaps 10 years of age, attempt to score against him.  
But any thoughts that Leeds might have it easy were dispelled within seconds of 
the kick-off when they saw Rush bearing down on their goal. He was unable to 
continue, for the refereehad already blown for an infringement, but he was soon 
to prove a thorn in the side of Leeds.  
After 10 minutes, he received the ball from Saunders, turned as he used to a few 
years ago and produced a rasping shot that Lukic did well to save by diving to his 
right to gather.  
A few minutes later Lukic produced an even better effort to deny Rush. Liverpool 
had put together the sweetest and most complex move of the match, a move 
which involved a patient build-up of more than a dozen passes (reminiscent of 
Revie's great team), which gave Rush a marvellous chance inside the area. Rush 
shot left-footed and with real venom, but Lukic, flinging himself to his left, 
managed to beat the ball away. He had immediately to bring himself to his feet 
and produce another save when the rebound fell into the path of Thomas.  
What of Leeds? Very little during the first half, for they struggled to beat 
Liverpool's rigid but effective offside trap. Only once did they manage to spring 
the trap, and it produced their only chance before the interval. Wallace raced 
clear on the right and produced a low teasing cross which evaded the entire 
Liverpool defence but fell eventually to Hodge, who had made a late run towards 
the far post. Unfortunately for Leeds, Hodge miscued his left-foot shot.  
Molby, who was to become increasingly influential as the match progressed, then 
almost scored when his curling free kick appeared to be heading for the far side of 
the goal, but struck Saunders and was deflected to safety.  
At the interval, Leeds brought on Cantona in an attempt to revitalise their attack. 
His first touch was a good one, for a clever header gave Chapman a hint of a 
chance which he was unable to take advantage of. Thereafter, however, Cantona 
became as frustrated as his colleagues.  
A huge roar from the away fans informed the Leeds players that Luton had 
equalised against Manchester United. That welcome news brought fresh energy 
for a while, but it was not long before Liverpool resumed command.  
Typical was a move which brought another outstanding save from Lukic midway 
through the second half. Dorigo, the Leeds left-back, raced forward into space 
and delivered a clever pass to Cantona. Cantona, however, was robbed by 
Burrows, who immediately gave the ball to Molby. Molby produced a glorious 
long pass which found Rush in space on the left, making inroads into the Leeds 
defence at pace. Rush flicked the ball back to the unmarked Barnes, who 
produced a tremendous first-time shot which Lukic was able to push around the 
post with a fingertip save.  
Soon afterwards Molby again set up a chance, this time hitting a low free kick 
across the penalty area to Venison, who shot hard and low to the near post, 
where Lukic again was equal to the task. Leeds became increasingly anxious to 
throw men forward, but as the clock began to work against them, they could find 
nothing of consequence to disturb Liverpool. One late chance might have made a 
big difference, Cantona volleying over the bar from a corner by McAllister, but in 
truth Leeds did not deserve either to score or to win.  

 

 

BRITISH SOCCER WEEK 
Lukic the hero 
Leeds United's championship dream is still on despite this goalless draw at FA Cup 
finalists Liverpool.  
 
This was supposed to be the acid test for their title chances, with United expected 
to overcome Luton and Leeds needing a victory over a Liverpool side that has a 
record 18 titles to its credit.  
 
But the big match encounter rarely lived up to its billing, with only sporadic 
moments of excitement with a gusting wind as much to blame as any possible 
nerves.  
 
Leeds, though, still had the chances to seize a famous victory but squandered 
them.  
 
Rod Wallace, their 1.6 million pound striker, was guilty of the most glaring miss 
when put clean through on the half hour. He broke into the penalty area but 
spurned the chance to shoot, deciding instead to lay the ball off to strike partner 
Lee Chapman. But it ran to far and Steve Hodge, on the overlap, could only 
manage a weak shot wide.  
 
Gary Speed was also disappointed with two tame efforts that failed to trouble 
Bruce Grobbelaar while substitute Eric Cantona, who scored a spectacular goal 
against Chelsea at Elland Road last week, volleyed over in injury time.  
 
Defender Chris Fairclough came closest to breaking the deadlock but saw Ray 
Houghton boot the ball off the line with just 13 minutes left.  
 
Seconds earlier Jan Molby had hoofed clear a yard in front of his own goalline as 
Leeds, encouraged by the news of the United-Luton score, tried to take 
advantage.  
 
But Leeds had to survive a series of scares themselves, not least a penalty appeal 
on the hour when Chris Whyte appeared to pull Rush off the ball but Whitley Bay 
referee Ken Redfearn was not impressed.  
 
John Lukic produced a string of fine saves to keep Leeds on terms. He produced 
one double save to deny first Rush and then Michael Thomas, with other stops 
keeping out efforts from substitute Mike Marsh, Rush and a screamer from John 
Barnes.  
 
Howard Wilkinson said: "Obviously we would have loved to have won here but 
you don't go for unrealistic targets when you don't have to. When the time comes 
and it is twist or bust then we will go twist, don't worry about that."  
 
Wilkinson expected to have influential captain Gordon Strachan back to face 
Coventry at Elland Road on Monday after the Scottish international was rested at 
Anfield. Wilkinson explained: "I had a chat with him yesterday and decided it was 
in everyone's interests to leave him out today with a view to being available for 
our three remaining games."  
 
But while Strachan will be back, Steve Hodge is rated doubtful after badly twisting 
his ankle.  
Liverpool also have injury troubles stacking up as they close in on their May 9 FA 
Cup Final date with Sunderland at Wembley.  
 
Grobbelaar pulled a hamstring while midfielder Michael Thomas damaged an 
ankle to join Ronnie Whelan (hamstring) and skipper Wright (hamstring) on the 
Anfield treatment table.  
 
But caretaker manager Ronnie Moran said: "We'll just have to wait and see how 
they are but we won't be taking any chances on anyone." And about his side's 
performance against would-be champions Leeds, he added: "We looked like the 
team that was going for the championship. Their goalkeeper kept them in it".  
 
Liverpool have the chance to also frustrate Manchester United on Sunday in a live 
televised clash at Anfield with Moran vowing: "We won't be relaxing or taking 
anything easy. You can't do that with an FA Cup Final coming up."  

 


